Conducting **wellness checks** and **two-way communication** of critical information will help your **college or university** recover from COVID-19.

**KEYS TO RECOVER FROM COVID-19**

As you continue planning to reopen your campus, there are a myriad of technologies that may be able to help. However, it’s not about boiling the ocean. You need to find a scalable solution that is easy to use, reliable, and quick to deploy.

At Rave, we allow Higher Education organizations to **surface critical data**, **monitor the health of everyone on campus**, and **target communications** around new policies, best practices, and resources. As the leader in higher education safety, Rave partners with colleges and universities as they prepare, respond and recover in crisis and emergency situations. Let us help your students, families, faculty and staff return to campus quickly and efficiently.
Supporting and Protecting Your Campus

Making sure those that return to campus or arrive for the first time are well-informed and new policies and procedures are being followed will be critical to success. Complement contact tracing, social distancing, and other reopening activities with cost-effective and scalable solutions to help guide your campus through the next phase of the pandemic.

**RECOVERY COORDINATION.**
Utilize one-click conferencing to gather key stakeholders and collaborate with your emergency response teams on strategic decisions. Provide access to critical information, and a customizable content directory.

**REDUCE LIABILITY.**
Send direct messages to all staff, specific groups, dorms or buildings, and/or remote workers via text, email or voice. Leverage technology to collect data, monitor student health status, and share custom content such as health and financial resources, campus security information and social distancing protocols.

**SUPPORT WELLNESS.**
Offer two-way chat categories, like COVID-19 hotline, mental health guidance, or remote learning issues. Facilitate rapid isolation for individuals who have tested positive or are at-risk.

**RESTORE EDUCATION.**
Conduct automated wellness checks on professors and campus staff to ensure they are symptom-free before arriving to work. Keeping your campus safe and in good health will revamp learning.
Be Prepared to Respond to All Types of Emergencies

Targeting daily communications with everyone on campus, assigning clear responsibility for next steps, and staying ready for weather issues, campus violence, or remote learning challenges on top of this pandemic will be key to reopen effectively.

Help your campus feel heard and safe:

- ✔ Gauge concerns around returning to school
- ✔ Be transparent with consistent communication
- ✔ Provide safeguards to mitigate future incidents
- ✔ Implement a way to provide feedback
- ✔ Check in as the situation progresses

CAMPUS HEALTH.
Ensure the right technologies are in place to conduct automated wellness checks, collect and assess data around the rapidly changing health of those on your campus. Notify faculty members, students and their families of potential threats or dangerous situations.

IMPROVED RESPONSE.
Provide students and staff with a virtual escort at all hours of the day or the ability to self-report symptoms or violations, such as confidential tips of health or safety violations. Offer additional services, monitor isolation activities or traveling conditions, and measure outcomes as the new normal continues to evolve.

STUDENT SAFETY.
Drive targeted, actionable, efficient communications to students and encourage them to better protect themselves and those around them. Make sure everyone is staying safe by providing easy access to emergency call directories and updates on ongoing challenges, while continuing to emphasize the importance of hygiene and social distancing on and off campus.
Why Rave?

✓ Proven and Reliable
✓ Easy to Use
✓ Fast to Deploy
✓ Quick Time to Value
✓ Reduced Risk Liability
✓ Integrated with your Student Information System
✓ Complete communications suite

Rave Mobile Safety supports your fight against coronavirus from response to recovery. We provide critical solutions that will help coordinate and communicate action plans across your students and faculty. Keep your university informed, safe and motivated as you take key steps to reopen.

Key Capabilities and Functionality Needed to Stay Safe and Compliant

✓ Targeted communications to all or segments of students/visitors and faculty/staff
✓ Daily health and wellness checks and symptom tracking
✓ Directory of COVID-19 resources
✓ Chat channels for students and employee support
✓ Anonymous tips to surface unsafe practices and concerns
✓ Staff availability and scheduling
✓ Robust reporting and analytics
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